
Here is a tutorial to teach you how to Glitch a picture and force the 360 render for Facebook posts.

I will not here talk of the glitching process in itself as it has been quite often described in several articles and 
tutorials online, just check on some of the way to glitch a picture (Hex edit, Pixel sorting, Audacity etc...). What I 
want to develop a bit here is how to proceed to implement metadatas into a picture to make it 360 readable 
for facebook. It will work as long as the picture is in Jpeg (as far as i know for now since I just starrted experiment-
ing on this) and stabilized (readable) before uploading.

It’s actually pretty simple so this tutorial will be very short, it’s up to you to experiment and bring on new stuff to 
this technic, I look forward to see what you can do with it :)

Let’s get to it,

Step one : 
Find a picture you want to play with (I know, pretty obvious right ?), keep in mind your final size will have to be 
2:1 ratio for later. Think also about the loss of quality when uploaded on facebook so better take a big picture 
to start with.
You can take the extension you prefer to glitch, .jpg, .png, .gif etc... but at the end the picture will have to be 
converted in jpg and stabilized.

Here I extracted a streetview from google using the great freeware “StreetView Grabber” I found here http://
www.purebasic.fr/english/viewtopic.php?f=27&t=50248, but you can take the picture you want.

Step two :
Glitch the picture as you like, break it, free those pixels using your favourite method :)
Here I messed up with the pixels using ASDFPixelSort and a Photoshop to make it look more interesting.



Step three :
So now we need to convert this picture to .jpg and 2:1 ratio (if not already done), so facebook recognize it later 
on as a 360 picture. You can use any picture editing software, I use Photoshop.
Now it’s done, we need to implement Exif datas so Facebook knows we want to present it using the 360 
rendering. For this we need two things, first an exif editor, I like to use the online tool https://www.thexifer.
net/#exif-general which is great, quick and easy to use (yup, I’m a noob but you gotta start somewhere I guess 
:3). The idea here is to upload your picture (.jpg, 2:1 ratio) on the website, 

Click the “eXif.me” button,

Yay, waiting \o/



Scroll down and click the “Go.eXifing” button,

You should get something like this :

So now fill the “Make” and “Model” fields with “RICOH” and “RICOH THETA S”, I got the information from 
this tutorial : https://facebook360.fb.com/editing-360-photos-injecting-metadata/. Basically Facebook “asks” 
the picture with which camera type it has been taken, and applies the 360 rendering only for certain types of 
cameras. This manipulation we are doing is to implement this information artificially and fool the Facebook 
algorithm to give our picture the 360 image status.

RICOH
RICOH THETA S



You can now download your file from the file deposit and post it directly on Facebook. It should recognize it as a 
360 picture automatically and offer you to present it as if.
You can see an example I posted here : https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1497372460282201&set=
a.460959790590145.108199.100000283838480&type=3&theater

Here you go :) 
Hope you find this useful, and hope I will be able to see the result you come up with this technic !
See ya around,

GÏîtçh Nirmë.


